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ABSTRACT

Quad-tree structures are often used to model motion between frames
of a video sequence. However, a fundamental limitation of the quad-
tree structure is that it can only capture horizontal and vertical edge
discontinuities at dyadically related locations. In this paper we seek
to address this limitation by introducing geometry information into
the nodes of a pruned quad-tree. We start with a typical optimally
pruned quad-tree where each node is allowed to model motion. Then
for each node in the tree, we consider augmenting the node’s motion
model with a linear geometry model. Experimental results show that
the introduction of geometry information improves the performance
of quad-trees in representing motion. Recent work into quad-tree
representations have highlighted the benefits of leaf merging. In
this paper we extend the leaf merging paradigm to incorporate both
geometry and motion information, allowing the creation of regions
that have both motion and geometry attributes.

Index Terms— Video coding, Motion compensation

1. INTRODUCTION

Quad-tree structures are often used to represent motion between
frames of a video sequence, since they allow the motion field to be
recursively subdivided into smaller regions with each region repre-
sented by its own motion model. For video coding applications, the
quad-tree representation is attractive as it enables a Lagrangian cost
function to be globally minimized using tree pruning strategies.

Recent work into quad-tree representations have commented on
the sub-optimal nature of quad-trees due to their inability to exploit
the dependence between neighboring leaf nodes with different par-
ents. Similar statements can be made about other tree structures,
such as those used in H.264. To rectify this performance loss, leaf
merging has been proposed, where the possibility of jointly coding
neighboring nodes is considered. For motion modeling, the gain
achieved by merging has recently been reported in [1][2][3].

While merging has proved successful in exploiting the motion
redundancy between nodes in a pruned quad-tree, discontinuities in
the motion field, caused by boundaries of moving objects, remain
difficult and expensive to model. At a fundamental level, the quad-
tree structure itself can only capture horizontal and vertical edge
discontinuities at dyadically related locations. This is separate to
the structural redundancy of quad-trees, which is addressed by leaf
merging. Our objective in this paper is to overcome both forms of re-
dundancy, without sacrificing the computational advantages of quad-
trees.

Our research is inspired by the work of [4] where a quad-tree
coding algorithm is proposed for the efficient representation of im-
ages. In this scheme, each node is also associated with edge geom-
etry, even if the relevant edge does not pass through the node itself.
This allows leaf nodes to be merged into larger regions with a single

simple edge geometry. In our work, we apply similar principles to
augment our motion model with geometry attributes. As in [4], each
node in the tree has an associated edge geometry, even if the relevant
edge does not pass through the node itself. Each node is also asso-
ciated with motion models, one for each side of the edge, although
only one of them might actually be relevant, depending on the loca-
tion of the edge. The key to making this representation efficient is
leaf merging.

Previous work into incorporating edge information to tree struc-
tured motion models [5] have been carried out in the context of
H.264 coding with no leaf merging. Our primary motive is to ex-
plore the introduction of geometry information in conjunction with
leaf merging.

We start with a typical optimally pruned quad-tree where each
node is allowed to model motion with a translational motion vector.
We then visit each leaf node in a bottom-up manner and consider
augmenting the leaf node’s motion vector with a linear geometry
model. To compensate for the high cost of signaling both geome-
try and motion parameters, nodes for which geometry is signalled
borrow motion from their neighbors. In this way, for a given node
only one of motion or geometry is actually signaled. The decision
to augment a node’s model with geometry is made only if there is
an accompanying reduction in Lagrangian cost. We also consider
further tree pruning by examining the possibility that the complex
motion associated with a group of sibling nodes can be described by
assigning a single geometry model to their parent. Finally we per-
form merging, incorporating both motion and geometry information
in the merging process. The merging procedure is similar to that de-
scribed in [3] and ultimately seeks to exploit redundancy that may
exist between neighboring nodes that could not be exploited within
the hierarchical structure of the original quad-tree.

2. MOTION COMPENSATIONWITHGEOMETRY

In this paper, each frame is partitioned into a collection of blocks b̄i

of variable size, following a quad-tree structure. We use the notation
bj to refer to all nodes in the tree, adding the bar, as in b̄i where we
wish to specifically restrict our attention to leaf nodes. Each non-
leaf node bj at level kj in the tree has four descendants at kj + 1,
some or all of which may be leaves. In other work [3], we have
considered more general tree structures, but we limit our attention
here to quad-trees for simplicity.

In our proposed model, each block b̄i has an associated sim-
ple edge geometryGi and two motion model,Mi,1andMi,2, corre-
sponding to disjoint regions Ri,1 and Ri,2, such that Bi ⊆ Ri,1 ∪

Ri,2;whereBi refers to the spatial region corresponding to block b̄i.
In our implementation the motion modelsMi,1andMi,2 can take on
forward, backward or bi-directional modes, corresponding to one or
two translational motion vectors each. In future work, we plan to
also consider polynomial motion models, considering the benefit we
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have found them to bring in [3]. Conceptually, each of the two mo-
tion models is applied separately to the entire block, after which a
blending operation is used to combine the results in accordance with
edge geometry, Gi.

In practice, our blending operation currently takes the mo-
tion compensated result associated with Mi,1 for all locations in
Ri,1 ∩ Bi and the motion compensated result associated withMi,2

for all locations in Ri,2 ∩ Bi . In future work, however, we plan
to extend this to include more careful consideration of foreground
and background regions. With this simplified blending scheme, leaf
nodes for which the edge Gi falls outside Bi, are affected by only
one of the two motion models, reducing the process to conventional
motion compensation. In this way each node in the quad-tree is al-
lowed to take on geometry and motion information, with the geom-
etry influencing motion compensation only when the edge is located
within the spatial region represented by the node.

Currently, we consider only simple straight line edge models for
any given block. Each edge is described in terms of its intercepts
with two points. In practice, these two points belong to the boundary
of some block in which the edge geometry is signalled.

3. SIGNALLING GEOMETRY AND MOTION

Information about the augmented quad-tree is conveyed by a sig-
nalling scheme, whose parameters are the subject of our estimation
algorithm. In this present section, we describe the properties of the
signalling scheme. At each node in the tree, bi, we signal at most
either a geometry model Gi or a motion model Mi. Currently, if a
block bi has a signalled motion modelMi , we consider that block to
have no intersecting edge, so that only that one motion model is rel-
evant for motion compensation. If bi has a signalled geometry Gi,
the motion models Mi,1and Mi,2 for regions on either side of the
line, Ri,1 and Ri,2, are derived from neighboring nodes in the or-
thogonal direction to the line; we denote these neighbors as bi1and
bi2 .

For a node with signalled geometry, the neighboring nodes
bi1and bi2 , from which motion is borrowed, must be leaf nodes
of equal or greater size or branch nodes of the same size. This policy
allows for hierarchical decoding of the quad-tree structure, with the
possibility for resolution scalability in the motion model, because
the motion borrowed by a geometry signalled node bi is recovered
from nodes at the same or previous levels in the tree.

Since each of the neighboring nodes bi1and bi2 may in general
have two distinct motion models of its own, our policy is to borrow
that motion model from bi,1 (eitherMi1,1 orMi1 ,2) whose associ-
ated region has the greatest overlap with bi , and that motion model
from bi,2 (either Mi2,1 or Mi2,2), whose region has the greatest
overlap with bi . Note that the neighbors bi1and bi2 may each have
a signalled geometry model or a signalled motion model. For exam-
ple, if bi1 is signalled with motion model Mi1 , then the borrowed
model Mi,1 is necessarily equal to Mi1 . If bi1has geometry sig-
nalling, the borrowed model Mi,1 is one of Mi1 ,1 or Mi1,2 , each
of which is itself borrowed from elsewhere. In this way, signalled
information propagates through the tree. Figure 1 shows one exam-
ple of this. The motion for the left region of block b2 is borrowed
from block b1 which could be a branch or leaf node. This borrowed
motion then propagates to a region in block b3 and b4 . The borrow-
ing of motion is similar to merging but limited to geometry signalled
nodes with the merge options being implicit.

In addition to nodes for which geometry is signalled and nodes
for which motion is signalled, there are nodes for which a merge
is explicitly signalled. These nodes derive their models (Gi, Mi,1
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Fig. 1. Propagation of motion information from node b1 to
geometry-signalled nodes b2, b3 and b4.

andMi,2) from the neighboring node to which they are merged. We
write Ri for the entire merged region, consisting of all blocks with
which bi is connected via merging. Similar to individual nodes de-
scribed earlier, merged regions are also notionally associated with
a simple edge geometry and two motion models. All blocks in the
merged region share these same models.

We follow the merging rules described in [3] and employ the
same hierarchical coding strategy for the merged quad-tree. The
merging rules identify a set Tbi

of candidate merge targets for bi.
This set is restricted to neighboring nodes of larger size, or of the
same size but with a different immediate parent. For additional re-
strictions on Tbi

, the reader is referred to [3]. By limiting the size
of |Tbi

|, we keep the cost of merge signalling as low as possible,
thereby encouraging the likelihood that merging will prove favor-
able.

The geometry and motion for all nodes in a merged region R
are inherited from a single node in the region, which we refer to as
the anchor node, bR. As described in [3] for hierarchical coding,
the anchor node is the largest block in the merged region that ap-
pears first for a raster scan order. By pursuing this convention, the
location of the anchor node does not need to be explicitly signaled
but can be determined once all merge directions for nodes (at any
given level in the tree) have been conveyed. Following the general
principle outlined previously, the anchor node can have either a sig-
nalled geometry or a signalled motion model. If the anchor node
bR has a signalled motion model then all merged nodes in the re-
gion inherit this motion. The assumption in this case is the notional
edge geometry lies outside the merged region. If the anchor node
has signalled geometry GR,we first find the borrowed motion mod-
els MR,1 and MR,2 for the anchor node, following the principles
described above. These become the geometry and motion models
adopted by all blocks in the region.

4. PARAMETER ESTIMATION

As hinted in the introduction, we start out by ignoring both the geom-
etry and merging options, generating an quad-tree motion model
which is optimally pruned in the rate-distortion sense to minimize
a Lagrangian objective of the formD + λL , where D denotes dis-
tortion in the sense of motion compensated residual energy andL de-
notes the total signalling cost for the model. This first step can find
a globally optimal solution with relatively low computational cost,
subject to the constraints imposed by the quad-treemotionmodelling
structure. From this point on, we make incremental adjustments only
when these produce further reductions inD+λL. These subsequent
steps are necessarily greedy, so their order is important to overall
performance. The first step, described in Section 4.1, considers in-
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troducing geometry into selected nodes of the tree. The second step,
considered in Section 4.2, is concerned with leaf merging.

4.1. Introducing Geometry

In order to determine the impact on our D + λL objective of sig-
nalling a node bi with geometry, we first form a set Si of all nodes
that may be affected by the change. Si includes neighboring nodes
that have been signalled with geometry and borrow motion informa-
tion from bi. Other nodes which are not immediate neighbors of bi

may also be affected through the propagation of motion borrowing
described in the previous section and shown in Figure 1. Distortion
calculations relating to introducing geometry to node bi must in-
clude all nodes in Si as all nodes in this set are impacted upon by the
model of bi.

When geometry is introduced to bi two motion models, for ei-
ther side of the edge geometry, are borrowed from neighbors. How-
ever it is likely that alternative motion models than those provided
by the neighbors may be more suitable. In order to encourage the se-
lection of geometry nodes where appropriate, we consider the pos-
sibility of jointly optimizing motion models. This implies that the
motion of neighbors may change in the process, which expands the
set of nodes in Si which may be affected by changes that we intro-
duce. To attain alternative motion models, we do not employ a full
motion search at any point; instead we simply re-use the original
set of precomputed block motion vectors belonging to the member
blocks to find a model of best fit.

To determine the orientation and position of the edge within a
block, we begin with the gradient and rough location information
produced by a simple edge detector. The line parameters are then
allowed to vary within a defined small interval as we search for the
best location. The coding cost associated with signalling geometry
within a node is equal to the total number of bits required to encode
two intercepts of the edge with the block’s boundary. The two inter-
cepts are coded without any prediction and therefore the bits required
for a node of size 2j

× 2j is equal to 2(j + 2) bits.
This introduction of geometry, one node at a time, is essentially

a greedy process and therefore the order in which we visit nodes to
consider geometry changes is important. In our implementation, we
first consider changes which would further prune the tree by intro-
ducing geometry to current parent nodes and discarding their chil-
dren. These nodes already represent cases where discontinuities in
the motion field exit, so it is likely that a simple edge geometry at
the parent level may be able to describe the more complex motion
described by its children. Next we visit leaf nodes in an order which
is determined by the energy of edges produced by the edge detector.
Leaf nodes with higher edge energy are considered first, since they
are more likely to be modified by this step.

4.2. Leaf Merging with Geometry and Motion

In our current work we follow the same merging procedure as that
detailed in [3]. Merging is performed in a single raster-scan pass
within each level of the quad-tree, starting with the lowest level,
whose leaves are the smallest. To calculate the impact of merging
bi with one of the nodes bj in its candidate merge set Tbi

, we first
create a set S of all nodes that may be affected by the merge. Cer-
tainly S contains all nodes in Rj and Ri, the merged regions to
which bj and bi already belong. Of course, Ri may contain only
the node bi and Rj may contain only the node bj , but regions tend
to grow as we proceed. S also includes any other nodes which bor-
row motion directly or indirectly from within Rj or Ri. These are

all nodes which are either signalled with geometry or members of
merged regions whose anchor is signalled with geometry.

The Lagrangian cost of a potential merge is calculated by taking
into account the distortion of all nodes in the affected set S, the mo-
tion and/or geometry signalling cost for the merged region’s anchor
and the cost of signalling merge information. Merging is allowed
to take place only if it reduces the overall Lagrangian cost. This en-
sures that each modification to the original rate-distortion optimally
pruned quad-tree will only serve to reduce the overall Lagrangian
functionalD + λL.

It is worth mentioning that the motion borrowing rules, outlined
in Section 3, can make certain merge combinations illegal. In partic-
ular, it is not possible to create a merged region whose anchor node
has signalled geometry, if the region itself contains one of the nodes
from which the anchor is expected to borrow its motion.

When considering the merging of nodes biand bj , two options
are always considered for determining the model of the merged re-
gion, these being: a) using the model of block bi for the potential
merged region; and b) using the model of block bj for the potential
merged region. If bi is a node signalling geometry, this geometry
model is considered for the merged region. One condition that must
be satisfied, however, is that the geometry of bi can be signalled by
the anchor node of the potential merged region. This means that the
line modeling the edge geometry must pass through its boundary.
If bi signals motion, then this motion model is considered for the
merged region. In the same way the model of bj is also considered
for the potential merged region, regardless of whether it is signalled
with geometry or motion.

In addition to considering the models ofbiandbj for the merged
region, a third option is considered if both biand bj signal motion.
In this case a new motion model is formed by averaging the original
motion vectors associated with all nodes in the new region. There-
fore, when considering the merge possibilities for node bi , at most
three models are considered for each merge target bj ∈ Ti.

5. RESULTS

We now present results demonstrating the improvement in perfor-
mance obtained by introducing geometry into the quad-tree and to
the subsequent leaf merging process. Our results relate to a hierar-
chical coding of a quad-tree with 4 levels, corresponding to blocks
of size 32 × 32 at the top most level and blocks of size 4 × 4 at
the lowest level. One might suspect that hierarchical coding carries
an unnecessary coding cost, since information is coded for all levels
in the tree, including non-leaf nodes which are not involved in the
actual motion compensation process. In our previous work [3], how-
ever, it has been shown that this performance penalty disappears in
the presence of leaf merging, so that there is no significant benefit to
invoking more complex spatially predictive coding schemes such as
those found in H.264. This justifies our use of the same hierarchical
coding strategy for the present study.

In Figure 2 we show the improvement in performance gained by
introducing geometry information into an optimally pruned quad-
tree motion model. The graph labelled “Pruned_Quadtree” refers
to the performance of a conventional quad-tree motion model. The
graph labeled “Geom” refers to the case in which geometry informa-
tion is introduced in accordance with the procedure described in Sec-
tion 4.1. The results presented in Figure 2 correspond to 50 frames
of the CIF resolution Mobile and Calendar sequence at 15Hz. The
bit rate for these graphs includes all signalled information for the
quad-tree structure and model parameters. The motion compensated
residual power, expressed in terms of PSNR, corresponds to the Y
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Fig. 2. Performance gain accomplished by introducing geometry to
an optimally pruned quad-tree model.

component. The gain achieved in modeling motion by introducing
geometry is clear: typically 30% to 40% bit rate saving achieved.

Figure 3 shows the impact of introducing leaf merging to the
pruned quad-trees, both with and without geometry. The graph la-
belled "Motion+Merging" refers to the application of merging to a
quad-tree model where all nodes signal motion. This corresponds to
the case reported in [3]. The graph labelled "Geom+Motion+Merge"
relates to the case where merging is applied to the quad-tree model
after the introduction of geometry information. Evidently, both
geometry modeling and leaf merging play important roles in over-
coming the short comings of conventional quad-tree motion, as fore-
shadowed in the introduction. Even though merging brings large
improvements to motion-only models, the introduction of geometry
yields an additional 10% to 20% reduction in bit-rate.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of merging with and without geometry informa-
tion for the Mobile and Calendar sequence.

Similar results for 50 frames of the CIF resolution Flower Gar-
den sequence at 30Hz are shown in Figure 4. Once again, the pres-
ence of geometry information yields superior results compared to
those achieved by motion merging alone; savings of about 10% to
15% in bit rate are evident in this case. An interesting observation
from both Figures 3 and 4 is the tremendous improvement that merg-
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Fig. 4. Comparison of merging performed on quad-tree models with
and without geometry information, for the Flower Garden sequence.

ing provides when compared to the initial optimally pruned quad-
tree. Previous results in [2] and [3] relate to uni-directional motion
only; however, as demonstrated here, merging brings even greater
savings for the case of bi-directional prediction. This is due to the
higher cost associated with bi-directional motion signalling. When
a block with a bi-directional motion model is merged into a region,
two motion vectors are replaced with a single merge signal.

6. CONCLUSION

A fundamental limitation of the quad-tree structure is that it can only
capture horizontal and vertical edge discontinuities at dyadically re-
lated locations. We address this limitation by introducing geometry
information into the nodes of a pruned quad-tree. We also extend
the leaf merging paradigm to incorporate both geometry and motion
information, allowing the creation of regions that have both motion
and geometry attributes, subject to rate-distortion optimization con-
siderations. Incorporating both geometry and leaf merging allows
two significant shortcomings of conventional quad-tree motionmod-
els to be simultaneously mitigated.
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